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Iphone battery case reddit

I have just completed a 30-hour trip without having to recharge, including a 14-hour, 5-hour stretch of stopover, second flight and time to and from airports. My case lasted about 20 hours before my phone's battery started to run out, during this time I didn't limit my use at all, I spent time reading books, my flight had wifi so I did a lot of redditing, I saw a torrent
from the end of Mr Robot that I had saved, and listening to music. Don't let the images turn you off. I almost didn't get it because I thought it looked weird. Instead, I went to the Apple Store and asked if they had any examples, the girl went to the back and grabbed what I guess was her case of co-workers for an iPhone 6s. The first thing I said was wow that's
not bad at any basically, if you use any hard case in all of this it's no big deal. On my old phone I had a wallet-box and it feels the same. This case is simply not photogenic, but it looks better in person and the lump is exactly where it needs to be, designers are not fools. Any lower and you can't dock the phone, higher and it would be impossible to slide the
phone in. The way it works is the top of the box is flexible and the rest rigid, so pull the top back and slide the phone in while the microfiber lining gently massages and says sweet things to your phone. My review: my only problem with it is the black color doesn't match perfectly with my matte black phone, but that's it, otherwise it's fantastic. The grip and bump
on the back make this phone less likely to be dropped and much more comfortable to hold. I'm writing this thread with a thumb while the phone rests on my four relaxed fingers. I couldn't do this with one more phone. The box has two speaker holes that ensure that no acoustic quality is lost, and inside there is microfiber so it cleans your phones again every
time you place/remove. As for life, you don't need your charger in your carry-on luggage, that's all I can say. I'm going to take tons of photos and videos on my trip and I'm not going to have to bring my charger into my pocket during the day nor will I need a quick charge before going out again for dinner/drinks. Again, don't let the pictures turn you off. Ask to
see him in person. Page 2 107 reviews 16 reviewsPage 2 16 reviews I would post my 2 cents in the case of Apple battery after a couple of weeks of use. I will start with the beginning of the already exaggerated already obvious : this case is THICK and heavy, BUT in my own personal opinion is completely tolerable. At its base, or hump is a little thicker than
your phone twice as much. So go through that it only took me about 30 minutes to get used to. The opinions of other peoples will obviously vary. As for the use it has been; I have nothing but good things to say so far. I'm a pretty heavy user on my phone using it for work all day. This case takes me easily through the day and more. I don't have to worry at all
that will run out of battery at any time of my day or fight to get to a power outlet. The smart features that embed themselves in iOS are also just a beautiful gift as well. It's great to have all the information with the swipe of a finger. My hats to Apple to create such an 'abstract' looking case, but with a great feature set to complement your iPhones.To me, totally
worth the $179 plus tax (Canada... ) Feel free to ask any questions you may have, I can do my best to answer! EDIT:In iOS Beta 12.2 beta 2 the performance of the battery boxes improved dramatically. I have about 2 overtime hours off the case itself. I'll re-comment if I notice anything else. Page 2 49 reviews Apple gets a lot of heat- it happens when you're
on top, but this battery case will literally take me through 8pm before I even get to my actual battery of heavy-duty phonesque's fooking impressivePage 2 45 reviews posted poru/[deleted]1 year ago, this post was removed by the person who originally posted it. It does not appear in any source, and anyone with a direct link to it will see a message like this.32
commentsPage 2Posted byu / [deleted]1 year ago 32 comments 10 commentsPage 2 10 hello comments, I am looking for the best battery case released to this date. I want one as similar as possible to the smart battery case for iP7, which means: thinness, lightness, and everything that can be applied. Anyone to recommend?PS (if possible) looking for a
white one. Page 2 9 reviews My phone almost gets up to 0 every day, no matter what I do. I have done all the battery tricks.l (push off, app update in the background for most of my apps, they always have Bluetooth off, etc.). It's always drained, unless I really limit how much I use my phone and like to use my phone, that's why I bought it. I found this one, I
like that it has a stand and it's cheap. It seems good to be true and all critics have the product for free. I'd like to spend less than $60, but it's not a groundbreaking deal. MFI iPhone 6S battery case, Ugreen battery case for iPhone 6 6s, 3100mAh... cm_sw_r_sms_awd_d_UqgCxbHBEZPCAPage 2 18 comments So, let me start by saying that I have dug
around this submarine, YouTube, and Googling this matter. I really couldn't find the answer I expected to see (or at least have an idea). Currently an XS Max owner and really thinking about getting the new smart battery box. My only complaint is that I have noticed certain users claim that since having the new case, he has been draining the actual iPhone
battery (maximum performance) by a few percent only after days of use. I hoped someone could give me (and maybe other curious) an explanation of how the smart battery is actually being used while connected to an XS/XR and whether it can really damage maximum performance? (Granted it is not a defect, of course). of course). those who really have the
case could break it down for a potential :)Thans for any response to this! Much appreciated. Edition 1: Thank you for all the answers! I expected to have it almost live on my phone for as long as I can, but so it sounds, maybe better to use it on long trips/days when I'm out of the house for most of the day. Page 2Published by 1 year makes 24 comments Page
2Published by 1 year makes 9 comments
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